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We consider a general brane-world model parametrized by the brane tension scale f and the branon mass M.
For a low tension compared to the fundamental gravitational scale, we calculate the relic branon abundance and
its contribution to the cosmological dark matter. We compare this result with the current observational limits on
the total and hot dark matter energy densities and derive the corresponding bounds on f and M. Using the
nucleosynthesis bounds on the number of relativistic species, we also set a limit on the number of light branons
in terms of the brane tension. Finally, we estimate the bounds coming from the energy loss rate in supernovae
explosions due to massive branon emission.
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The increasing observational precision is making cosmol-
ogy a useful tool in probing certain properties of particle
physics theories beyond the standard model ~SM!. The limits
on the neutrino masses and the number of neutrino families
are probably the most clear examples @1,2#. In some cases,
the cosmological bounds are complementary to those ob-
tained from colliders experiments, and therefore the combi-
nation of both allows us to restrict the parameter space of a
theory in a more efficient way.
There are two main ways in which cosmology can help.
On one hand we have the relative abundances of the light
elements, which is one of the most precise predictions of the
standard cosmological model. Indeed, the calculations are
very sensitive to certain cosmological parameters and thus,
for instance, the production of 4He increases with the rate of
expansion of the universe H. A successful nucleosynthesis
requires that H should not deviate from its standard value
more than around 10% during that epoch. Since H depends
on the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom
ge f f(T) at a given temperature T, the above constraint trans-
lates into a bound on ge f f(Tnuc), where Tnuc;1 MeV.
Apart from the number of particle species, cosmology also
sets a limit on their energy density. For particles which are
nonrelativistic at present, there exists an upper bound given
by the measured dark matter density VM50.2360.08 at the
95% C.L. @1#.
On the other hand, stars also provide useful information
on theories containing light and weakly interacting particles.
The extreme opacity of ordinary matter to photons means
that it takes a very long time for a photon produced in the
center of the star to reach its surface. Indeed, this fact ex-
plains the longevity of stars. However, particles like neutri-
nos or axions, still can be produced abundantly in nuclear
reactions in the core of the star, but since they are weakly
interacting, the rate at which they can carry away energy can
be much larger. This was particularly evident in the 1987A
supernova explosion, in which most of the energy was re-
leased in the form of neutrinos. Again, this fact can be used
to set limits on the mass and couplings of the new particles.
In this paper we will study the constraints that cosmology
and astrophysics impose on the so called brane-world sce-0556-2821/2003/68~10!/103505~11!/$20.00 68 1035nario ~BWS!, which is becoming one of the most popular
extensions of the SM. In these models, the standard model
particles are bound to live on a three-dimensional brane em-
bedded in a higher dimensional (D541N) space-time,
whereas gravity is able to propagate in the whole bulk space.
The fundamental scale of gravity in D dimensions M D can
be lower than the Planck scale M P . In the original proposal
in @3#, the main aim was to address the hierarchy problem,
and for that reason the value of M D was taken around the
electroweak scale. However more recently, brane cosmology
models have been proposed in which M D has to be much
larger than the TeV @4,5#. In this work we will consider a
general BWS with arbitrary fundamental scale M D .
The existence of extra dimensions is responsible for the
appearance of new fields on the brane. On one hand, we have
the tower of Kaluza-Klein modes of fields propagating in the
bulk space, i.e. the gravitons. On the other, since the brane
has a finite tension f 4, its fluctuations will be parametrized
by some pa fields called branons. These fields, in the case in
which translational invariance in the bulk space is an exact
symmetry, can be understood as the massless Goldstone
bosons arising from the spontaneous breaking of that sym-
metry induced by the presence of the brane @6,7#. However,
in the most general case, translational invariance will be ex-
plicitly broken and therefore we expect branons to be mas-
sive fields.
It has been shown @8# that when branons are properly
taken into account, the coupling of the SM particles to
any bulk field is exponentially suppressed by a factor
exp@2MKK
2 MD
2 /(8p2f4)#, where M KK is the mass of the cor-
responding KK mode. As a consequence, if the tension scale
f is much smaller than the fundamental scale M D , i.e.
f !M D , the KK modes decouple from the SM particles.
Therefore, for flexible enough branes, the only relevant de-
grees of freedom at low energies in the BWS are the SM
particles and branons.
The phenomenological implications of KK gravitons for
colliders physics, cosmology and astrophysics have been
studied in a series of papers ~see @9# and references therein!,
and the corresponding limits on M D and/or the number of
extra dimensions N have been obtained. In the case of bran-
ons, the potential signatures in colliders have been studied in
the massless case in @10# and in the massive one in @11#.©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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at small distances in the massless case were obtained in @12#.
Moreover in @13# the interesting possibility that massive bra-
nons could account for the observed dark matter of the uni-
verse was studied in detail. The main aim of the paper is to
analyze the cosmological and astrophysical limits on the
BWS through the effects due to massive branons. To that end
we will be assuming that the evolution of the universe is
standard up to a temperature around f. Indeed, this is the case
of realistic brane cosmology models in five dimensions @4#.
Also more recently, six-dimensional models have been pro-
posed in which the Friedmann equation has the standard
form for arbitrary temperature @5#.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we give a
brief introduction to the dynamics of massive branons. Sec-
tion III contains a summary of the main steps used in the
standard calculations of relic abundances generated by the
freeze-out phenomenon in an expanding universe. In Sec. IV,
we give our results for the thermal averages of branon anni-
hilation cross sections into SM particles. Section V is de-
voted to the study of the limits on the branon mass and on
the brane tension scale from the cosmological dark matter
abundances. In Sec. VI, after reviewing the limits imposed
by nucleosynthesis on the number of relativistic species, we
apply them to the case of branons. Section VII contains the
calculation of the rate of energy loss from a supernova core
in the form of branons and the corresponding limits on f and
M. Finally, Sec. VIII includes the main conclusions of the
paper. In an Appendix we have included the explicit formu-
las for the creation and annihilation cross sections of branons
pairs.
II. THE BRANON FIELD
In this section we will briefly review the main properties
of massive brane fluctuations ~see @7,14,11# for a more de-
tailed description!. We will consider a single-brane model in
large extra dimensions. Our four-dimensional space-time M 4
is embedded in a D-dimensional bulk space which, for sim-
plicity, we will assume to be of the form M D5M 43B . The
B space is a given N-dimensional compact manifold, so that
D541N . The brane lies along M 4 and we neglect its con-
tribution to the bulk gravitational field. The coordinates pa-
rametrizing the points in M D will be denoted by (xm,ym),
where the different indices run as m50,1,2,3 and m
51,2, . . . ,N . The bulk space M D is endowed with a metric
tensor which we will denote by GMN , with signature (1 ,
2 ,2 . . . 2 ,2). For simplicity, we will consider the follow-
ing ansatz:
GMN5S g˜mn~x ,y ! 00 2g˜mn8 ~y !D . ~1!
The position of the brane in the bulk can be parametrized as
Y M5xm,Y m(x), with M50, . . . ,31N and where we have
chosen the bulk coordinates so that the first four are identi-
fied with the space-time brane coordinates xm. We assume
the brane to be created at a certain point in B, i.e. Y m(x)
5Y 0
m which corresponds to its ground state. We will also10350assume that B is a homogeneous space, so that brane fluc-
tuations can be written in terms of properly normalized co-
ordinates in the extra space: pa(x)5 f 2Y a(x), a51, . . . ,N .
The induced metric on the brane in its ground state is simply
given by the four-dimensional components of the bulk space
metric, i.e. gmn5g˜mn5Gmn . However, when brane excita-
tions are present, the induced metric is given by
gmn5]mY M]nY NGMNx ,Y ~x !
5g˜mnx ,Y ~x !2]mY m]nY ng˜mn8 Y ~x !. ~2!
The contribution of branons to the induced metric is then
obtained expanding Eq. ~2! around the ground state
@7,14,11#:
gmn5g˜mn2
1
f 4 dab]mp
a]np
b
1
1
4 f 4g
˜
mnM ab
2 papb1 . . . . ~3!
Branons are the mass eigenstates of the brane fluctuations in
the extra-space directions. The branon mass matrix M ab is
determined by the metric properties of the bulk space and, in
the absence of a general model for the bulk dynamics, we
will consider its elements as free parameters ~for an explicit
construction see @15#!. Therefore, branons are massless only
in highly symmetric cases @7,14,11#.
Since in the limit in which gravity decouples M D→‘ ,
branon fields still survive @16#, branon effects can be studied
independently of gravity. The mechanism responsible for the
creation of the brane is in principle unknown, and therefore
we will assume that the brane dynamics can be described by
a low-energy effective action derived from the Nambu-Goto
action @7#. Also, branon couplings to the SM fields can be
obtained from the SM action defined on a curved background
given by the induced metric ~2!, and expanding in branon
fields. Thus, the complete action, up to second order in p
fields, contains the SM terms, the kinetic term for the bran-
ons and the interaction terms between the SM particles and
the branons:
SB5E
M4
d4xAg@2 f 41LSM~gmn!#
5E
M4
d4xAg˜ F2 f 41LSM~g˜mn!
1
1
2g
˜
mndab]mp
a]np
b
2
1
2 M ab
2 papb1
1
8 f 4 ~4dab]mp
a]np
b
2M ab
2 papbg˜mn!TSM
mn ~g˜mn!G1 . . . ~4!
where TSM
mn (g˜mn) is the conserved energy-momentum tensor
of the standard model evaluated in the background metric.5-2
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mn 52S g˜mnLSM12dLSM
dg˜mn
D . ~5!
It is interesting to note that under a parity transformation
on the brane, the branon field changes sign if the number of
spatial dimensions of the brane is odd, whereas it remains
unchanged for even dimensions. Accordingly, branons on a
3-brane are pseudoscalar particles. This implies that if we
want to preserve parity on the brane, terms in the effective
Lagrangian with an odd number of branons would be forbid-
den.
The quadratic expression in Eq. ~4! is valid for any inter-
nal B space, regardless of the particular form of the metric
g˜mn8 . In fact the low-energy effective Lagrangian is model
independent and is parametrized only by the number of bra-
non fields, their masses and the brane tension. The depen-
dence on the geometry of the extra dimensions will appear at
higher orders. These effective couplings thus provide the
necessary tools to compute cross sections and expected rates
of events involving branons in terms of f and the branons
masses only.
From the previous expression, we see that since branons
interact by pairs with the SM particles, they are necessarily
stable. In addition, their couplings are suppressed by the
brane tension f 4, which means that they could be weakly
interacting, and finally, according to our previous discussion,
in general, they are expected to be massive. As a conse-
quence their freeze-out temperature can be relatively high,
which implies that their relic abundances can be cosmologi-
cally important.
III. RELIC BRANON ABUNDANCES
In order to calculate the thermal relic branon abundance,
we will use the standard techniques given in @17,18# in two
limiting cases, either relativistic ~hot! or nonrelativistic
~cold! branons at decoupling. In this section we will review
the basic steps of the calculation method.
The evolution of the number density na of branons pa,
a51, . . . ,N with N the number of different types of branons,
interacting with SM particles in an expanding universe is
given by the Boltzmann equation,
dna
dt 523Hna2^sAv&@na
2 2~na
eq!2# ~6!
where
sA5(
X
s~papa→X ! ~7!
is the total annihilation cross section of branons into SM
particles X summed over final states. The 23Hna term, with
H the Hubble parameter, takes into account the dilution of
the number density due to the universe expansion. These are
the only terms which could change the number density of
branons. In fact, since branons are stable they do not decay
into other particles and since they interact always by pairs
the conversions like paX→paY do not change their num-10350ber. Notice that we are considering only the lowest order
Lagrangian and assuming that all the branons have the same
mass. This implies that each branon species evolves indepen-
dently. Therefore in the following we will drop the a index.
The thermal average ^sAv& of the total annihilation cross
section times the relative velocity is given by
^sAv&5
1
neq
2 E d
3p1
~2p!3
d3p2
~2p!3
f ~E1! f ~E2!
w~s !
E1E2
~8!
where
w~s !5E1E2sAvrel5
ssA
2 A12
4M 2
s
. ~9!
The Mandelstam variable s can be written in terms of the
components of the four momenta of the two branons p1 and
p2 as s5(p11p2)252(M 21E1E22upW 1uupW 2ucos u). Assum-
ing vanishing chemical potential, the branon distribution
functions are
f ~E !5 1
eE/T1a
~10!
with a50 for the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution and
a521 for the Bose-Einstein distribution. In the case of non-
relativistic relics T!3M , the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-
tion is a good approximation and we will use it for simplicity
instead of the Bose-Einstein distribution. Finally, the equilib-
rium abundance is given by
neq5E d3p
~2p!3
f ~E !. ~11!
From Eq. ~4!, the thermal average will include, to leading
order, annihilations into all the SM particle-antiparticle pairs.
If the universe temperature is above the QCD phase transi-
tion (T.Tc), we consider annihilations into quark-antiquark
and gluons pairs. If T,Tc we include annihilations into light
hadrons. For the sake of definiteness we will take a critical
temperature Tc.170 MeV and a Higgs boson mass mH
.125 GeV, although the final results are not very sensitive
to the concrete value of these parameters.
In order to solve the Boltzmann equation we introduce the
new variables. x5M /T and Y5n/s with s the universe en-
tropy density. We will assume that the total entropy of the
universe is conserved, i.e. S5a3s5const, where a is the
scale factor of the universe and we will make use of the
Friedmann equation
H25
8p
3M P
2 r ~12!
where the energy density in a radiation dominated universe is
given by5-3
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p2
30 T
4
. ~13!
In a similar way, the entropy density reads
s5he f f~T !
2p2
45 T
3 ~14!
where ge f f(T) and he f f(T) denote the effective number of
relativistic degrees of freedom contributing to the energy
density and the entropy density respectively at temperature T
(T being the temperature of the photon background!. Notice
that for T.MeV we have he f f.ge f f . Using these expres-
sions we get
dY
dx 52S pM P
2
45 D
1/2 he f f M
ge f f
1/2 x2
^sAv&~Y 22Y eq
2 ! ~15!
where we have ignored the possible derivative terms
dhe f f /dT .
The qualitative behavior of the solution of this equation
goes as follows: if the annihilation rate defined as GA
5neq^sAv& is larger than the expansion rate of the universe
H at a given x, then Y (x).Y eq(x), i.e., the branon abun-
dance follows the equilibrium abundances. However, since
GA decreases with the temperature, it eventually becomes
similar to H at some point x5x f . From that time on branons
are decoupled from the rest of matter or radiation in the
universe and its abundance remains frozen, i.e. Y (x)
.Y eq(x f) for x>x f . For relativistic ~hot! particles, the equi-
librium abundance reads
Y eq~x !5
45z~3 !
2p4
1
he f f~x !
, ~x!3 ! ~16!
whereas for cold relics
Y eq~x !5
45
2p4
S p8 D
1/2
x3/2
1
he f f~x !
e2x, ~x@3 !. ~17!
We see that for hot branons the equilibrium abundance is not
very sensitive to the value of x. In the case of cold relics
however, Y eq decreases exponentially with the temperature,
which implies that the sooner the decoupling occurs the
larger the relic abundance.
Let us first consider the simple case of hot branons. Since
its equilibrium abundance depends on x f only through
he f f(x f), the relic abundance is not very sensitive to the
exact time of decoupling. In this case, in order to calculate
the decoupling temperature T f5M /x f , it is a good approxi-
mation to use the condition GA5H . From the explicit ex-
pression of the Hubble parameter in a radiation dominated
universe we have
H~T f !51.67ge f f
1/2 ~T f !
T f
2
M P
5GA~T f ! ~18!10350which can be solved explicitly for T f , expanding GA(T f) for
T f@M /3. Once we know x f , the relic abundance today
@Y ‘.Y (x f)# is given by Eq. ~16!. From this expression we
can obtain the current number density of branons and the
corresponding energy density which is given by
VBrh257.8331022
1
he f f~x f !
M
eV . ~19!
The calculation of the decoupling temperature in the case
of cold branons is more involved. The well-known result is
given by
x f5lnS 0.038c~c12 !M PM ^sAv&ge f f1/2 x f1/2 D ~20!
where c.0.5 is obtained from the numerical solution of the
Boltzmann equation. This equation can be solved iteratively.
The corresponding energy fraction reads
VBrh258.77310211 GeV22
x f
ge f f
1/2 S (
n50
‘
cn
n11 x f
2nD 21
~21!
where we have expanded ^sAv& in powers of x21 as
^sAv&5 (
n50
‘
cnx
2n
. ~22!
Notice that in general, Y ‘}1/^sAv& , i.e. the weaker the
cross section the larger the relic abundance. This is the ex-
pected result, since, as commented before the sooner the de-
coupling occurs, the larger the relic abundance, and decou-
pling occurs earlier as we decrease the cross section.
Therefore the cosmological bounds work in the opposite way
as compared to those coming from colliders. Thus, a bound
such as VBr,O(1) translates into a lower limit for the cross
sections and not into an upper limit as those obtained from
nonobservation in colliders.
In the following we apply the previous formalism to ob-
tain the relic abundance of branons VBrh2, both when they
are relativistic and nonrelativistic at decoupling. For that pur-
pose we need to evaluate the thermal averages ^sAv& for the
annihilation of branons into photons, massive W6 and Z
gauge bosons, three massless neutrinos, charged leptons,
quarks and gluons ~or light hadrons! and a real scalar Higgs
boson field, in terms of the brane tension f and the branon
mass M.
IV. BRANON ANNIHILATION CROSS SECTIONS:
THERMAL AVERAGE
We give the results for the different channels contributing
to the thermal average of the annihilation cross section
^sAv& of branons into SM particles. The explicit production
and annihilation cross section can be found in the Appendix.5-4
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particle species in powers of 1/x as follows:
^sAv&5c01c1
1
x
1c2
1
x2
1O~x23!. ~23!
In the hot branons case, we give the results for the differ-
ent contributions to the decay rate GA5neq^sAv&, where we
have considered the ultrarelativistic limit for the branons, i.e.
M50. For massive SM particles, the final expressions can-
not be given in closed form. Therefore, in this section, in
order to show the high-temperature behavior, we only give
the results for fermions, gauge bosons and scalars in the limit
in which their masses vanish. Also in this case, we have used
the Bose-Einstein form as the equilibrium distribution.
A. Dirac fermions
x3 (Cold)
c05
1
16p2 f 8 M
2mc
2 ~M 22mc
2 !A12 mc2
M 2
~24!10350c15
1
192p2 f 8 M
2mc
2 ~67M 2231mc
2 !A12 mc2
M 2
~25!
c25
1
7680p2 f 8
M 2
M 22mc
2 ~17 408M
6113 331M 4mc
2
246 606M 2mc
4 118 927mc
6 !A12 mc2
M 2
. ~26!
Notice that this expansion is not valid near SM particles
thresholds, i.e. for branon masses close to some SM particle
mass. In addition, since the c0 coefficient is different from
zero, annihilation will mainly take place through the s-wave.
x3 (Hot)
For massless fermions, we obtain
GA
Dirac5
8p9T9
297 675z~3 ! f 8 1O~x !. ~27!B. Massive gauge field
x3 (Cold)
c05
M 2A12 mZ2
M 2
~4M 424M 2mZ
213mZ
4 !
64f 8p2
c15
M 2A12 mZ2
M 2
~364M 62584M 4mZ21349M 2mZ4293mZ6 !
768f 8~M 22mZ2 !p2
c25
M 2A12 mZ2
M 2
30 720f 8~M 22mZ2 !2p2
~415 756M 82755 844M 6mZ21356 541M 4mZ4276 294M 2mZ6156 781mZ8 !.
~28!
Again this expansion is not valid near SM particles thresholds, and the leading term corresponds to the s-wave.
x3 (Hot)
In the limit where T@mZ , one can obtain the following expression:
GA
Z5
8p9T9
99 225z~3 ! f 8 1O~x !. ~29!
C. Massless gauge field
x3 (Cold)
c050 ~30!5-5
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c25
68M 6
15f 8p2 .
In this case, c05c150 and the leading term corresponds to d-wave annihilation.
x3 (Hot)
GA
g5
16p9T9
297 675z~3 ! f 8 1O~x !. ~31!
D. Complex scalar field
x3 (Cold)
c05
M 2~2M 21mF2!2A12 mF2M 2
32f 8p2 ~32!
c15
M 2~2M 21mF2!A12 mF2M 2 ~182M 42115M 2mF2231mF4!
384f 8~M 22mF2!p2
c25
M 2A12 mF2
M 2
5120f 8~M 22mF2!2p2
~92 164M 82123 556M 6mF2112 269M 4mF419754M 2mF616309mF8!.
We find the same problems near SM particle thresholds. The dominant contribution is the s-wave.x3 (Hot)
For a massless scalar, one can obtain the following ex-
pression:
GA
F5
16p9T9
297 675z~3 ! f 8 1O~x !. ~33!
For real scalar fields, the above results should be divided by
two.
Notice that for conformal matter the leading contribution
is the d-wave. This explains why in the massless limit for
fermions, the leading contribution is no longer the s-wave,
but the d-wave, whereas for massless scalars or taking the
mZ→0 limit for massive gauge bosons, the s-and p-waves
survive.
Concerning the validity of the above results, in order to
avoid the mentioned problems of the Taylor expansion near
SM thresholds, we have taken branon masses sufficiently
separated from SM particle masses where the usual treatment
is adequate @17,18#. Such treatment is known to introduce
errors of the order of 10% in the relic abundances. In addi-
tion, coannihilation effects are absent in this case since there
are no slightly heavier particle which eventually could decay
into the lightest branon.10350V. COSMOLOGICAL BOUNDS FROM THE DARK
MATTER ENERGY DENSITY
For cold branons, once we know the cn coefficients for
the total cross section, we can compute the freeze-out value
x f from Eq. ~20! and the relic contribution to the energy
density of the universe VBrh2 from Eq. ~21! in terms of f and
M. Imposing the observational limit on the total dark matter
energy density from the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy
Probe ~WMAP!: VBrh2,0.12920.095 at the 95% C.L.
which corresponds to VM50.2360.08 and h50.7920.65
@1#, we obtain the exclusion plots in Figs. 1 and 6.
Notice that in Fig. 6 we have plotted the x f53 curve,
which limits the range of validity of the cold relic approxi-
mation. Therefore, the excluded region is that between the
two curves. It is also important to note that for those values
of the parameters on the solid line, branons would constitute
all the dark matter in the universe.
For hot branons, we have computed numerically the total
annihilation rate into SM particles GA . Using Eq. ~18!, we
can find the freeze-out temperature T f in terms of the brane
tension scale f. Approximately, the relation between the loga-
rithms of these quantities is linear: log10( f /1 GeV)
.(7/8)log10(T f /1 GeV)12.8. This expression is almost in5-6
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values of T f in terms of f, it is possible to obtain VBrh2 from
Eq. ~19!. In this case we have considered two kinds of limits.
On one hand there are those coming from the total dark
matter of the universe VBrh2,0.12920.095 in Fig. 2. On
the other hand, more constraining limits on the hot dark mat-
ter energy density can be derived from a combined analysis
of the data from WMAP, CBI, ACBAR, 2dF and Lyman a
@1#. The bound reads VBrh2,0.0076 at the 95% C.L. and it
is obtained thanks to the fact that hot dark matter is able to
cluster on large scales but free-streaming reduces the power
on small scales, changing the shape of the matter power
spectrum. In Fig. 3 we have plotted the corresponding limits
in the f 2M plane. Notice the abrupt jump around f
.60 GeV in Figs. 2 and 3 ~and also in Fig. 4!. This f value
corresponds to a decoupling temperature of T.170 MeV
which is the assumed value for the QCD phase transition.
FIG. 1. Exclusion plot from cold relics abundance. The thick
lines correspond to VBrh250.12920.095 for N51 and N57.
Therefore the areas above the curves corresponding to VBrh2
.0.129 are excluded. The striped region contains the curves corre-
sponding to 1,N,7.
FIG. 2. Exclusion plot for hot relics in models with N
51,2,3,7 branons. For a given N, the shaded area corresponds to the
total dark matter limit VBrh250.12920.095, therefore the region
above such an area is excluded by branon overproduction.10350Thus, this jump is due to the sudden growth in the number of
effective degrees of freedom when passing from the hadronic
to the quark-gluon plasma phase. The exclusion areas depend
on the number of branon species and we have plotted them
for N51,2,3,7 in Figs. 2 and 3.
The validity of the previous limits requires that branons
were relativistic particles at freeze-out. Therefore we require
x f!3, which implies that the bounds do not work for f
,1024 GeV. The curve x f53 in the hot relic case is also
plotted in Fig. 6.
As commented on in the Introduction, in all the previous
calculations we are assuming, apart from f !M D , that the
evolution of the universe is standard up to a temperature
around f. In fact, the effective Lagrangian ~4! is only valid at
low energies relative to f and therefore, it is this scale that
fixes the range of validity of the results. We have checked
that our calculations are consistent with these assumptions
since the decoupling temperatures are always smaller than f
in the allowed regions in Fig. 6.
FIG. 3. Exclusion plot for hot relics in models with N
51,2,3,7 branons. For a given N, the curve corresponds to the hot
dark matter limit VBrh250.0076, therefore the region above such a
curve is excluded by hot branon overproduction.
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FIG. 4. Restrictions from nucleosynthesis on the number of
massless branon species N as a function of f for DNn51.5-7
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As commented on above, one of the most successful pre-
dictions of the standard cosmological model is the relative
abundance of the light elements. The calculated abundances
are very sensitive to certain cosmological parameters, in par-
ticular it has been shown that the production of 4He in-
creases with an increasing rate of expansion H. From Eq.
~18! we see that the Hubble parameter depends on the effec-
tive number of relativistic degrees of freedom ge f f . Usually,
this number is parametrized in terms of the effective number
of neutrino species Nn531DNn as
ge f f~T;MeV!5ge f f
SM1ge f f
new<10.751
7
4 DNn ~34!
where T;MeV corresponds to the universe temperature dur-
ing nucleosynthesis. In the SM with three massless neutrino
families, we have ge f f
SM(T;MeV)510.75 corresponding to
the photon field, the three neutrinos and the electron field. In
Eq. ~34!, in order to avoid deviations of the predicted abun-
dances from observations, the conservative limit DNn51 for
the contribution from new physics is usually imposed @17#,
i.e. there could be only one new type of light neutrino.
Including branons, the number of relativistic degrees of
freedom at a given temperature T is given by
ge f f~T !5ge f f
SM~T !1NS TBT D
4
~35!
where ge f f
SM(T) is the contribution from the SM particles, TB
denotes the temperature of the cosmic branon brackground
and we are assuming that there are no additional new par-
ticles. If branons are not decoupled at a temperature T then
TB5T , i.e. they have the same temperature as the photons.
On the other hand, if they are already decoupled then its
temperature will be in general lower than that of the photons.
In order to calculate it, we use the fact that the universe
expansion is adiabatic. Let us write
he f f~T !5he f f
SM~T !1NS TBT D
3
~36!
where he f f
SM(T) includes only the contributions from SM par-
ticles. If at some time between branon freeze-out and nucleo-
synthesis, some other particle species becomes nonrelativis-
tic while still in thermal equilibrium with the photon
background, then its entropy is transferred to the photons,
but not to the branons which are already decoupled. Thus,
the entropy transfer increases the photon temperature relative
to the branon temperature. The total entropy of particles in
equilibrium with the photons remains constant i.e.,
he f f
eq a3T35const ~37!
and since the number of relativistic degrees of freedom he f f
eq
has decreased, then T should increase with respect to TB .
Thus, we find10350ge f f
eq ~T f ,B!
ge f f
eq ~T !
5
T3
TB
3 ~38!
where T f ,B is the branon freeze-out temperature and we have
used the fact that for particles in equilibrium with the pho-
tons ge f f
eq 5he f f
eq
. Using Eq. ~35!, we can set the following
limit on the number of massless branon species N:
7
4 DNn>NS TBTnucD
4
5NS ge f feq ~Tnuc!ge f feq ~T f ,B! D
4/3
. ~39!
If branons decouple after nucleosynthesis we get the direct
limit
N<
7
4 DNn . ~40!
If they decouple before, we have ge f f
eq (Tnuc)510.75, as seen
before. Accordingly, we can rewrite the bound as
N<
7
4 DNnS ge f f~T f ,B!10.75 D
4/3
. ~41!
Taking DNn51, the relation between the freeze-out tem-
perature T f ,B and the brane tension scale f that we have ob-
tained for hot relics can be used to get limits on the number
of branons N ~see Fig. 4!. Thus, for f ,10 GeV, we get N
<1. This result is obtained using Eq. ~40! for f ,3 GeV
~which corresponds to T f ,B&1 MeV) or Eq. ~41! otherwise.
However the limits are less restrictive in the range f .10
260 GeV. In this case we get N<3. Above the QCD phase
transition which, as commented before, corresponds to f
.60 GeV, the bound rises so much that the restrictions are
very weak. Notice that we are taking ge f f
SM(T*300 GeV)
5106.75, i.e. we only include the minimal standard model
matter content with a Higgs boson doublet and three mass-
less neutrinos.
Concerning the value of DNn , more constraining analysis
using only BBN suggests DNn50.5 @19#. However, using
also WMAP results, the constraints are Nn52.620.3
10.4 ~95%
C.L.!, which are only marginally consistent with the LEP
measurements of the number of neutrino families @2#. Such
values would severely constrain the number of any new light
particles present during nucleosynthesis. However, it has
been suggested that these results could be potentially af-
fected by systematic errors in the BBN predictions of the
primordial abundances @2,20#.
VII. BOUNDS FROM SUPERNOVA SN1987A
Important astrophysical bounds on the brane tension scale
can be obtained from the energy loss in supernovae @12#.
Such energy loss is carried away essentially by light par-
ticles, i.e. photons and neutrinos if we restrict ourselves to
SM particles only. However, if the branon mass is low
enough, we expect branons to carry some fraction of the
energy, whose importance will depend on their couplings to
the SM particles. In this section, we study the constraints on5-8
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supernovae explosions. We will perform an analysis of the
energy emission rate from the supernova core, similar to that
done by Kugo and Yoshioka for massless branons @12#. The
aim is to extend their study to arbitrary M and compare with
the colliders and cosmological bounds. In their work, they
consider the channel corresponding to electron-positron pair
annihilation. Although this contribution could be subdomi-
nant, it will allow us to get an order of magnitude estimation
of the branon effect.
If branons are produced in the core, they can be scattered
or absorbed again depending on their couplings to the SM
particles. Only if the branon mean free path L inside the
neutron star is larger than the star size @R;O(10) Km#
could they escape and carry the energy away. For a massive
branon (M@TSN), we have L;(8p f 8)/(M 2TSN4 ne), where
ne is the electron number density in the star. Therefore the
restrictions we will obtain will be valid typically only for f
*5 GeV. These restrictions appear due to the fact that the
emitted energy in the form of branons could spoil the agree-
ment between the predictions for the neutrino fluxes from
supernova 1987A and the observations in the Kamiokande II
@21# and IMB @22# detectors. Branons could shorten the du-
ration of the neutrino signal if the energy loss rate per unit
time and volume is Q*5310230 GeV5. In particular, the
contribution of the mentioned channel to the volume emis-
sivity has the form
QBr~ f ,M ![E )
i51
2 H d3ki
~2p!32Ei
2 f iJ
3~E11E2!2sse1e2→pp~s , f ,M ! ~42!
where i refers to the electron ~1! and positron ~2! particles,
whose masses can be neglected in the supernova core. The
chemical potential in the Fermi-Dirac distribution function
f i51/(e (Ei /T2m/T)11) can be estimated as m;(3p2ne)1/3
with the number density of electrons: ne
;1.431023 GeV3. With these assumptions, QBr is given by
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FIG. 5. Exclusion regions from supernovae cooling by branons
for TSN510,50,70 MeV and N51. The solid lines come from the
limits on the volume emissivity, and the dashed lines are the L
510 Km limits on the branon mean free path.10350QBr5E
0
‘
dE1E
M2/E1
‘
dE2E
21
122M2/(E1E2)d~cos!~E11E2!
3
N$2E1E2@2E1E2~12cos!24M 2#%5/2~12cos!3/2
~2p!57680f 8~11e (E12m)/T!~11e (E21m)/T! .
~43!
In fact, it is possible to calculate analytically the angular
integral, whereas the integral over the two energies has been
performed numerically. The corresponding constraints de-
pend on the supernova temperature (TSN) and the number of
branons (N). In Fig. 5 we show the limits on f and M for
TSN530,50,70 MeV and N51.
It is interesting to note that for a branon mass of the order
of the GeV, the restrictions on the brane tension scale disap-
pear even for TSN570 MeV due to the limitations in the
mean free path discussed above.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have studied the limits that cosmology
and astrophysics impose on the brane-world scenario through
the effects of massive branons. Using the effective low-
energy Lagrangian for massive branons interacting with the
SM fields, we have computed the annihilation cross sections
of branon pairs into SM particles. From the solutions of the
Boltzmann equation in an expanding universe, we have stud-
ied the freeze-out mechanism for branons and obtained their
thermal relic abundances both for the cold and hot cases.
Comparing the results with the recent observational limits on
the total and hot dark matter energy densities, we have ob-
tained exclusion plots in the f 2M plane. Such plots are
compared with the limits coming from collider experiments
and show that there are essentially two allowed regions in
Fig. 6: one with low branon masses and large brane tensions
~weak couplings! corresponding to hot branons, and a second
region with large masses and low tensions ~strong couplings!
in which branons behave as cold relics. In addition, there is
an intermediate region where f is comparable to M, which is
precisely the region studied in @13#, and where branons could
account for the measured cosmological dark matter.
Using the nucleosynthesis limits on the number of relativ-
istic species, we set a bound on the number of light branons
in terms of the brane tension. We see that if branons de-
couple after the QCD phase transition corresponding to f
,60 GeV, the limits can be rather stringent N<3, whereas
they become very weak otherwise.
Finally, we have analyzed the possibility that massive bra-
nons could contribute to the cooling of a supernova core.
After estimating the energy loss rate, we again get some
limits on the f and M parameters which are compared to the
previous ones. It is shown that they are not competitive with
those coming from LEP-II.
In conclusion, cosmology imposes limits on the BWS
which are complementary to those coming from collider ex-
periments and astrophysics. Although the combination of
both bounds excludes an important region of the parameters
space, still there are brane-world model which could be com-
patible with observations. Future hadronic colliders such as5-9
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liders, and the possibility of detecting dark matter branons
directly @13# or indirectly will allow us to explore a wider
region of the parameter space. Work is in progress in these
directions.
APPENDIX:
BRANON PRODUCTION AND ANNIHILATION
CROSS SECTIONS WITH SM PARTICLES
In this section we present the branon production and an-
nihilation cross sections in processes involving SM particles.
The results are presented with all the internal degrees of
freedom summed for the final particles and averaged for the
initial ones. We have used the Feynman rules given in @11#,
where N is the number of branons.
1. Scalars
s1 : F
†~p1!,F~p2!→p~p3!,p~p4!
s15
N
7680f 8psA~s24M
2!
~s24mF
2 !
@2s~8mF
2 1s !~s24M 2!2
1~2mF
2 1s !2~23M 4214M 2s13s2!# . ~A1!
s2 : p~p1!,p~p2!→F†~p3!,F~p4!
s25
1
3840N f 8psA
~s24mF
2 !
~s24M 2!
@2s~8mF
2 1s !~s24M 2!2
1~2mF
2 1s !2~23M 4214M 2s13s2!# . ~A2!
The scalar results are given for a complex scalar such as
charged pions or kaons. For a real scalar like the Higgs bo-
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FIG. 6. Combined exclusion regions in a model with a single
branon from total and hot dark matter, LEP-II single photon events
@11#, and supernovae cooling. The solid line on the right corre-
sponds to the cold dark matter limit. The two solid lines on the left
correspond to hot dark matter: the thicker one comes from the total
dark matter range VBrh250.12920.095, whereas the thin one is
the hot dark matter limit VBrh250.0076. The two dashed lines
correspond to x f53 for hot ~upper line! and cold ~lower line! dark
matter.103505son field or the neutral pion, the only change comes from the
branon annihilation cross section that should be divided by
two.
2. Fermions
s3 : c
1~p1!,c2~p2!→p~p3!,p~p4!
s35
N
30 720f 8p
A~s24M 2!~s24mc2 !F ~s24M 2!2
1
2mc
2
s
~23M 4214M 2s13s2!G . ~A3!
s4 : p~p1!,p~p2!→c1~p3!,c2~p4!
s45
1
3840N f 8pA
~s24mc
2 !3
~s24M 2!
F ~s24M 2!2
1
2mc
2
s
~23M 4214M 2s13s2!G . ~A4!
These results are valid for a Dirac fermion of mass mc .
For massless Weyl fermions, we should multiply the branon
production cross section by two, whereas the annihilation
cross section should be divided by the same factor of two.
3. Photons
s5 : g~p1!,g~p2!→p~p3!,p~p4!
s55
N
7680f 8pA12
4M 2
s
s~s24M 2!2. ~A5!
s6 : p~p1!,p~p2!→g~p3!,g~p4!
s65
1
1920N f 8p
s~s24M 2!2
A12 4M 2
s
. ~A6!
4. Z
s7 : Z~p1!,Z~p2!→p~p3!,p~p4!
s75
N
69 120f 8psAs24M
2
s24M Z
2@3s~8M Z
21s !~s24M 2!2
1~12M Z
414sM Z
21s2!~23M 4214M 2s13s2!# . ~A7!
s8 : p~p1!,p~p2!→Z~p3!,Z~p4!
s85
1
7680N f 8psA
s24M Z
2
s24M 2
@3s~8M Z
21s !~s24M 2!2
1~12M Z
414sM Z
21s2!~23M 4214M 2s13s2!# . ~A8!-10
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s9 : W6~p1!,W7~p2!→p~p3!,p~p4!
s95
N
69 120f 8psA s24M
2
s24M W
2 @3s~8M W
2 1s !~s24M 2!2
1~12M W
4 14sM W
2 1s2!~23M 4214M 2s13s2!# . ~A9!
s10 : p~p1!,p~p2!→W6~p3!,W7~p4!
s105
2
7680N f 8psA
s24M W
2
s24M 2
@3s~8M W
2 1s !~s24M 2!2
1~12M W
4 14sM W
2 1s2!~23M 4214M 2s13s2!# .
~A10!1035056. Gluons
s11 : g~p1!,g~p2!→p~p3!,p~p4!
s115
N
61 440f 8pA12
4M 2
s
s~s24M 2!2. ~A11!
s12 : p~p1!,p~p2!→g~p3!,g~p4!
s125
1
240N f 8p
s~s24M 2!2
A12 4M 2
s
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